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For as Long as Time there has always been intervention…
Between some Higher Power and some Lesser…
For some this is a Mystical Experience,
To Others, it is a story debunked with some presumptuous logic…
When in Fact, it is just a plain and simple thing that just happens…
It can be philosophized back and forth of course for hours and hours.
But words, in too great quantity, now that’s really just babbling. So let’s just say it the way it
really is…
2,000 years ago some Alien Visitors, passersby, searching for crystal and mineral fuels came
across an old Earth….and witnessed something awful. A ritual human sacrifice. A barbaric and
diabolic murder that has been done for eons…in all places.
And the Aliens knew this, just how wrong it was…and why…
Now, these Aliens Visitors are not to be confused with those who ‘seeded’ our planet as
mentioned in my earlier post….No, this ship, as like many, acted independently…They chose to
interact with this South American Ancient Civilization and convinced them to stop these human
sacrifices…
The Aliens told these people how this practice was evil and wrong…of how it attracted Dark
Forces….the attention of very Dark Beings that exist on a different dimension and feed off such
things…like murder, violence, wild untamed emotion, sex and crime…
This Ancient South American Civilization saw the wisdom in this, by the splendor they saw in
the kindness of these Alien Visitors…but unfortunately also began to see these Space Visitors as
Gods…
So although the human sacrifices stopped…the aliens had broken an ancient law of nonintervention and influenced a primitive world…so they had to leave and never return…The
primitive peoples tried to summon them back with huge monuments dedicated to their visit and
grandeur…but they never returned…and strangely, the Ancient South American Civilization
crumbled as result.
It’s funny how so many Good things are against the law with Higher Powers…But these rules
are changing…You would think intervention on such a level could be a good thing…but it has its
consequences.
On a Higher Spiritual plane, Intervention with primitive life forms is strictly frowned upon, if not
forbidden. To break such laws is to fall from grace…and Heaven.
Such is how Angels fall….and become Demons.
Yet Angels, for all their wisdom and Glory cross boundaries and break these laws too…

If decreed by God, then this is Divine Intervention…Then it is flawless and noble. But this is a
process orchestrated with the cooperation of every rank of the Higher Beings of Heaven…from
the ranks of the Angels, from the oldest to the newest…A great deal is coordinated…If decreed
by God, Divine Intervention never fails…
But…If Intervention takes place on the behalf of a sole Angel, acting independently on its
own….then things can go terribly wrong. Then there are no Fates or Wheels to guide
things….and chaos ensues….Hence the state of the universe at present.
All present struggles can at some point be traced back to intervention on a primitive society
without Heavenly consent….Interesting, huh?
Scientists would argue this of course….Well, Earth scientists would, but ours are relatively
infant-like and new…and like their science, constantly growing and changing….With advanced
worlds, scientists know better….They understand that there are powers beyond the physical that
influence life…and study it…even usher changes upon it. Which is why they are here…
I was asked by Big Brother why the Paradigm of 9 worlds was so important….9 is Divine…9
breaks the sign. If 9 worlds Fall all at once…Then the Higher realms are at risk, vulnerable to the
Dark Forces…Do you understand? It’s about the timing.
A Battle between Light and Dark Forces has been raging for ages…And they have it all figured
out…
We are only pawns on a massive chess board beyond conception.
Aliens are studying Divine Intervention to try and understand themselves better, to try and
understand why so many upheavals are occurring…so similarly…all at the same time…
You want to know the IMPORTANT FACTS?
If Heaven is overwhelmed with billions upon billions of dying souls ascending all at once…then
it gives the Forces of Darkness a chance…to gain an edge, and change things their way.
What could they do with just one hour?
Take a Guess.
Nothing would be Safe…Not here, not there…not anywhere in the Universe.
Any and ALL advanced civilizations would be at risk and victims too…
Dear Mr. Spacemen, Can’t you see? It’s time to Act.
You aren’t breaking the rules anymore with Intervention…Because now it’s about greater things
at risk…and the rules are changing…And this time…Intervention is about saving Everything.
That’s all for now.

